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ONE



WELCOME TO THE GROK TUTORIAL! Getting started with Zope Page Templates You can find introductions and more information about Zope Page Templates (ZPT, sometimes also called TAL) in various places: http://plone.org/documentation/tutorial/zpt http://wiki.zope.org/ZPT/FrontPage Note that some of the information in these introductions may refer to concepts not available in Grok or Zope 3, in particular variables like here or template. The basic principles will work with Zope 3 (and Grok) however; try reading context or view instead.



Grok is a powerful and flexible web application framework for Python developers. In this tutorial we will show you the various things you can do with Grok, and how Grok can help you build your web application. We’ll start out simple, and will slowly go to more complex usage patterns. All you’re expected to know is the Python programming language and an understanding of basic web programming (HTML, forms, URLs). It also helps if you are familiar with Zope Page Templates, though most of the examples should be fairly obvious if you are already familiar with another templating language. We recommend that beginners follow the tutorial from top to bottom. The tutorial is designed to explain important concepts in order and slowly builds up from there. If you are more experienced, or just curious, you may want to skip around instead and read the pieces which interest you most. If something is unclear, you can always backtrack to previous sections. Grok is based on Zope 3 and is compatible with Zope 3, but you do not need to know Zope 3 (or Zope 2) at all to follow this tutorial. Grok builds on existing Zope 3 technology but exposes it in a different way to the developer. We believe Grok makes developing with Zope 3 technology easier and more fun for beginners and experienced developers alike.
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Chapter 1. Welcome to the Grok tutorial!



CHAPTER



TWO



GETTING STARTED WITH GROK This chapter will help you get up and running with Grok, using the grokproject tool. We create a new project with grokproject, tell you how to get that project running so you can access it with a web browser.



2.1 Setting up grokproject



Installing easy_install If you don’t already have easy_install available, you can find the script to set it up on the PEAK EasyInstall page. You need to download ez_setup.py. Then, you run it like this to install easy_install into your system Python: $ sudo python2.4 ez_setup.py



This will make easy_install available to you. Note: Sometimes you have easy_install installed but you need a newer version of the underlying setuptools infrastructure to make Grok work. You can automatically upgrade setuptools this by doing: $ sudo easy_install -U setuptools



Setting up grok on a Unix-like (Linux, Mac OS X) environment is easy. Let’s go through the prerequisites first. You need a computer connected to the internet, as Grok installs itself over the network. You also need Python 2.4 installed (Python 2.5 is not yet supported, and does not pass all unit tests, though some have reported success using it with Grok.) Because Grok uses a source distribution of Zope 3, you may need to install your operating system’s Python “dev” package. You also need a working C compiler (typically gcc) installed, as we compile bits of Zope 3 during setup. Finally, you also need easy_install installed so it becomes easy to install eggs. Once you are done with the prerequisites, you can install grokproject itself:
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$ sudo easy_install grokproject



We’re ready to create our first grok project now!



2.2 Creating a grok project



Using paster For those who know paster: grokproject is just a wrapper around a paster template. So instead of running the grokproject command, you can also run: $ paster create -t grok Sample



Let’s create a first Grok project. A Grok project is a working environment for a developer using Grok. In essence, a directory with a lot of files and subdirectories in it. Let’s create a Grok project called Sample: $ grokproject Sample



Installing the previous ‘zopectl’ layout To install the previous ‘zopectl’ layout create a Grok project like: $ grokproject --zopectl Sample



This tells grokproject to create a new subdirectory called Sample and set up the project in there. grokproject will automatically download and install Zope 3 and Grok into the project area. You will be asked a number of questions now. Grok asks you for an initial username and password for the Zope server. We’ll use grok for both: Enter user (Name of an initial administrator user): grok Enter passwd (Password for the initial administrator user): grok



Now you have to wait while grokproject downloads zc.buildout (the system that’s used to build the project area), Grok and the Zope 3 libraries. After all that, Grok, along with a Zope 3 instance, is ready to go.
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Common problems installing Grok One common problem when installing Grok is library mixup. You may have some libraries installed in your Python interpreter that conflict with libraries that Grok wants to install. If you already have installed Zope 3 previously for instance, you may first have to remove it from your Python’s site-packages directory. Another way to make sure Grok doesn’t clash with any incompatible libraries is to install and run grokproject from within a virtualenv, with the -no-site-packages option enabled. See also Using Virtualenv for a clean Grok installation. Modern versions of Mac OS X install Twisted, which in turn has a non-compatible version of zope.interface as a dependency. This means that the virtualenv option is always recommended on Mac OS X, unless you install a separate version of Python.



2.3 Starting up Zope



Run a Grok instance created with the previous ‘zopectl’ layout To start up the Grok instance created with the previous ‘zopectl’ layout: $ cd Sample $ bin/zopectl fg



You can go into the Sample project directory now and start up the Zope instance that has been installed: $ cd Sample $ bin/paster serve etc/deploy.ini



This will make Zope 3 available on port 8080, and you can log in with username grok and password grok. Assuming you’ve started up Zope on your localhost, you can go to it here: http://localhost:8080 This first pops up a login dialog (username: grok and password: grok). It will then show a simple Grok admin interface. This allows you to install new Grok applications. Our sample application (sample.app.Sample) will be available for adding. Let’s try this out. Go to the Grok admin page: http://localhost:8080 and add a Sample application. Give it the name test. You can now go to the installed application if you click on its link. This will bring you to the following URL:



2.3. Starting up Zope
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http://localhost:8080/test You should see a simple web page with the following text on it: Congratulations! Your Grok application is up and running. Edit sample/app_templates/index.pt to change this page.



You can shut down Zope 3 at any time by hitting CTRL-c. Shut it down now. We will be shutting down and starting up Zope 3 often in this tutorial. Practice restarting Zope now, as you’ll end up doing it a lot during this tutorial. It’s just stopping Zope and starting it again: CTRL-c and then bin/paster serve etc/deploy.ini from your Sample project directory.



2.4 An empty Grok project



What about the other directories and files in our project? What about the other files and subdirectories in our Sample project directory? Grokproject sets up the project using a system called zc.buildout. The eggs, develop-eggs and bin directories are all set up and maintained by zc.buildout. See its documentation for more information about how to use it. The configuration of the project and its dependency is in buildout.cfg. For now, you can avoid these details however.



Let’s take a closer look at what’s been created in the Sample project directory. One of the things grokproject created was a setup.py file. This file contains information about your project. This information is used by Python distutils and setuptools. You can use the setup.py file to upload your project to the Python Cheeseshop. We will discuss this in more detail later in this tutorial. (XXX) We have already seen the bin directory. It contains the startup script for the Zope instance (bin/paster) as well as the executable for the buildout system (bin/buildout) which can be used to re-build the Zope instance and possibly update the Grok and Zope packages. The parts and etc directories contain configuration and data created by buildout, such as the Zope object database (ZODB) instance. The actual code of the project will all be inside the src directory. In it is a Python package directory called sample with the app.py file that grokproject said it would create. Let’s look at this file: import grok class Sample(grok.Application, grok.Container): pass
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class Index(grok.View): pass # see app_templates/index.pt



Not very much yet, but enough to make an installable Grok application and display its welcome page. We’ll go into the details of what this means later. Besides this, there is an empty __init__.py file to make this directory a Python package. There is also a directory called app_templates. It contains a single template called index.pt: Congratulations!
 Your Grok application is up and running. Edit sample/app_templates/index.pt to change this page.
 



This is the template for your project’s welcome page. What’s left is a configure.zcml file. Unlike in typical Zope 3 applications, this will only ever contain a few lines that load Grok and then register this application with Grok. This means we can typically completely ignore it, but we’ll show it here once for good measure: 



2.4. An empty Grok project
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CHAPTER



THREE



SHOWING PAGES Showing web pages is what puts the web in “web applications”. You start doing this with HTML templates, but Grok doesn’t stop at templates. Most web pages in a web application will contain complex presentation logic that is better handled by separate Python code in conjunction with templates. This becomes especially important in more complex interactions with the user, such as form handling. After reading this chapter, you should already be able to write simple web applications with Grok.



3.1 Publishing a simple web page Let’s publish a simple static web page. Grok is geared towards web applications and therefore not really meant for publishing a large number of static (pregenerated) web pages. For that you’re better off to use a specialized system such as Apache. Nonetheless, in order to develop any web application we need to know how to put some simple HTML on the web. As you saw previously, our Sample application has a stock front page, generated by grokproject. Let’s change that. To do this, go to the app_templates directory in src/sample/. This directory contains the templates used for anything defined in the app module. Grok knows to associate the directory to the module by its name (_templates). In this directory we will edit the index template for our Sample application object. To do this, open the index.pt file in a text editor. The .pt extension indicates that this file is a Zope Page Template (ZPT). We’re just going to put HTML in it now, but this allows us to make page dynamic later on. Change the index.pt file to contain the following (very simplistic) HTML: Hello world!
 



Then reload the page: http://localhost:8080/test You should now see the following text: 11
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Hello world!



Note that you can change templates and see the effects instantly: there is no need to restart Zope to see the effect. This is not true for changes on the Python level, for instance when you add a template. We show an example of this next.



3.2 A second view Our view is named index. This in fact means something slightly special: it’s the default view of our application object. We can also access it explicitly by naming the view: http://localhost:8080/test/index If you view that URL in your browser, you should see the same result as before. This is the way all other, non-index views are accessed. Often, your application needs more than one view. A document for instance may have an index view that displays it, but another edit view to change its contents. To create a second view, create another template called bye.pt in app_templates. Make it have the following content: Bye world!
 



Now we need to tell Grok to actually use this template. To do this, modify src/sample/app.py so that it reads like this: import grok class Sample(grok.Application, grok.Container): pass class Index(grok.View): pass class Bye(grok.View): pass



As you can see, all we did was add a class called Bye that subclasses from grok.View. This indicates to Grok that we want a view named bye for the application, just like the Index class that was already created for us indicates that we want a view named index. A view is a way to view some model, in this case installations of our Sample application. Note that the view name in the URL is always going to be lowercase, while the class name normally starts with an uppercase letter. The empty class definition above is enough for Grok to go look in the app_templates directory for bye.pt. The rule is that a the template should have the same name as the class, but lowercased and with the .pt postfix. 12
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Other templating languages You can also install extensions to allow the use of other templating languages in Grok, see for instance megrok.genshi.



Restart Zope (CTRL-C, then bin/paster serve etc/deploy.ini). You can now go to a new web page called bye: http://localhost:8080/test/bye When you load this web page in a browser, you should see the following text: Bye world!



3.3 Making our page dynamic Static web pages are not very helpful if we want to make a dynamic web application. Let’s make a page that shows the result of a very simple calculation: 1 + 1. We will use a Zope Page Templates (ZPT) directive to do this calculation inside index.pt template. Change the index.pt to read like this: this is replaced
 



We’ve used the tal:content page template directive to replace the content between the  and 
 tags with something else, in this case the result of the Python expression 1 + 1. Since restarting Zope is not necessary for changes that are limited to the page templates, you can just reload the web page: http://localhost:8080/test You should see the following result: 2



Looking at the source of the web page shows us this: 2
 



3.3. Making our page dynamic
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As you can see, the content of the  tag was indeed replaced with the result of the expression 1 + 1.



3.4 Static resources for our web page In real-world web pages, we almost never publish a web page that just contains bare-bones HTML. We also want to refer to other resources, such as images, CSS files or Javascript files. As an example, let’s add some style to our web page. To do this, create a new directory called static in the sample package (so, src/sample/static). In it, place a file called style.css and put in the following content: body { background-color: #FF0000; }



In order to use it, we also need to refer to it from our index.pt. Change the content of index.pt to read like this: 
Hello world!
 



Now restart Zope and reload the page: http://localhost:8080/test The web page should now show up with a red background. You will have noticed we used the tal:attributes directive in our index.pt now. This uses Zope Page Templates to dynamically generate the link to our file style.css. Let’s take a look at the source code of the generated web page: Hello world!
 



As you can see, the tal:attributes directive is gone and has been replaced with the following URL to the actual stylesheet: http://localhost:8080/test/@@/sample/style.css 14
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We will not go into the details of the structure of the URL here, but we will note that because it’s generated this way, the link to style.css will continue to work no matter where you install your application (i.e. in a virtual hosting setup). Pulling in images or javascript is very similar. Just place your image files and .js files in the static directory, and create the URL to them using static/ in your page template.



3.5 Using view methods



Unassociated templates If you have followed the tutorial so far, you will have an extra template called bye.pt in your app_templates directory. Since in the given app.py we we have no more class using it, the bye.pt template will have become unassociated. When you try to restart Zope, Grok will give you a warning like this: UserWarning: Found the following unassociated template(s) when grokking ’sample.app’: bye. Define view classes inheriting from grok.View to enable the template(s).



To get rid of this warning, simply remove bye.pt from your app_templates directory.



ZPT is deliberately limited in what it allows you to do with Python. It is good application design practice to use ZPT for fairly simple templating purposes only, and to do anything a bit more complicated in Python code. Using ZPT with arbitrary Python code is easy: you just add methods to your view class and use them from your template. Let’s see how this is done by making a web page that displays the current date and time. We will use our Python interpreter to find out what works: $ python Python 2.4.4 Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more information. >>>



We will need Python’s datetime class, so let’s import it: >>> from datetime import datetime



Note that this statement brings us beyond the capabilities of simple ZPT use; it is not allowed to import arbitrary Python modules from within a ZPT template; only Python expressions (with a result) are allowed, not statements such as from .. import ... Let’s get the current date and time: >>> now = datetime.now()



3.5. Using view methods
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This gives us a date time object; something like this: >>> now datetime.datetime(2007, 2, 27, 17, 14, 40, 958809)



Not very nice to display on a web page, so let’s turn it into a prettier string using the formatting capabilities of the datetime object: >>> now.strftime(’%Y-%m-%d %H:%M’) ’2007-02-27 17:14’



That looks better. So far nothing new; just Python. We will integrate this code into our Grok project now. Go to app.py and change it to read like this: import grok from datetime import datetime class Sample(grok.Application, grok.Container): pass class Index(grok.View): def current_datetime(self): now = datetime.now() return now.strftime(’%Y-%m-%d %H:%M’)



We’ve simply added a method to our view that returns a string representing the current date and time. Now to get this string in our page template. Change index.pt to read like this: Hello world!
 



Restart Zope. This is needed as we changed the content of a Python file (app.py). Now reload our index page to see whether it worked: http://localhost:8080/test You should see a web page with a date and time like this on your screen now: 2007-02-27 17:21



What happened here? When viewing a page, the view class (in this case Index is instantiated by Zope. The name view in the template is always made available and is associated with this instance. We then simply call the method on it in our template. There is another way to write the template that is slightly shorter and may be easier to read in some cases, using a ZPT path expression: 16
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Running this has the same result as before.



3.6 Generating HTML from Python While usually you will be using templates to generate HTML, sometimes you want to generate complicated HTML in Python and then include it in an existing web page. For reasons of security against cross-site scripting attacks, TAL will automatically escape any HTML into > and >> ’’.join(reversed(’foo’)) ’oof’



Now let’s modify the index.pt template so that it uses the reversed_information method: The information: info 
 The information, reversed: info



24
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Restart Zope. When you view the page: http://localhost:8080/test You should now see the following: The information: This is important information! The information, reversed: !noitamrofni tnatropmi si sihT



4.2 Storing data So far we have only displayed either hardcoded data, or calculations based on end-user input. What if we actually want to store some information, such as something the user entered? The easiest way to do this with Zope is to use the Zope Object Database (ZODB). The ZODB is a database of Python objects. You can store any Python object in it, though you do need to follow a few simple rules (the “rules of persistence”, which we will go into later). Our Sample application object is stored in the object database, so we can store some information on it. Let’s create an application that stores a bit of text for us. We will use one view to view the text (index) and another to edit it (edit). Modify app.py to read like this: import grok class Sample(grok.Application, grok.Container): text = ’default text’ class Index(grok.View): pass class Edit(grok.View): def update(self, text=None): if text is None: return self.context.text = text



The Sample class gained a class attribute with some default text. In the update method of the Edit view you can see we actually set the text attribute on the context, if at least a text value was supplied by a form. This will set the text attribute on the instance of the Sample object in the object database, and thus will override the default text class attribute. Change the index.pt template to read like this:



4.2. Storing data
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The text: text
 



This is a very simple template that just displays the text attribute of the context object (our Sample instance). Create an edit.pt template with the following content: Text to store: 
 



This template display a form asking for a bit of text. It submits to itself. Restart Zope. Let’s first view the index page: http://localhost:8080/test You should see default text. Now let’s modify the text by doing to the edit page of the application: http://localhost:8080/test/edit Type in some text and press the “Store” button. Since it submits to itself, we will see the form again, so go to the index page manually: http://localhost:8080/test You should now see the text you just entered on the page. This means that your text was successfully stored in the object database! You can even restart Zope and go back to the index page, and your text should still be there.



4.3 Redirection Let’s make our application a bit easier to use. First, let’s change index.pt so it includes a link to the edit page. To do this, we will use the url method on the view:
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The text: text
 Edit this page
 



Giving url a single string argument will generate a URL to the view named that way on the same object (test), so in this case test/edit. Now let’s change the edit form so that it redirects back to the index page after you press the submit button: import grok class Sample(grok.Application, grok.Container): text = ’default text’ class Index(grok.View): pass class Edit(grok.View): def update(self, text=None): if text is None: return self.context.text = text self.redirect(self.url(’index’))



The last line is the new one. We use the url method on the view to construct a URL to the index page. Since we’re in the template, we can simply call url on self. Then, we pass this to another special method available on all grok.View subclasses, redirect. We tell the system to redirect to the index page.



4.4 Showing the value in the form Let’s change our application so it displays what we stored the edit form as well, not just on the index page. To make this work, change edit.pt so it reads like this:



Text to store: 
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Tutorial - Dobing 

One mixes the two colors (blue and yellow) and the result is a green paste ... the cheeks, the eyebrows, the jaw, the eyes and below the nose. I also apply the ...
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PSIM Tutorial 

In PSIM, load the schematic file â€œ1-ch dc-dc buck.psimschâ€� as shown below. As compared ... To compile the project, click on the icon on the Toolbar or select Project -> Build to build ... Go to File -> Load Program, and specify the .out file (in 
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tutorial - inweboftp 

Dec 1, 2007 - Movie Clips will not appear in the outputted frames. Tutorial and illustration by Peskimo www.peskimo.com. FLASH â€¢ INDESIGN â€¢ PHOTOSHOP.
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Java tutorial 

background color property is then read from JavaBean container's parent container. 3. Build the bean. â€¢ Open Jdeveloper. â€¢ Create a new application. Right click ...
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Tutorial ABC 

Jan 3, 2004 - de chemin (on peut downloader un fichier sur une brève durée). Ici vous ne vous trouvez pas face à une horde de paramètres et de fonctions et ...
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Python Tutorial 

Mar 24, 2009 - You could write a C/C++/Java program ... than equivalent C, C++, or Java programs, for several reasons: ...... The XML-RPC client interface is.
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tutorial - GreenOrb 

A quick guide that shows how to use the main features of the Java Novel Generator. 1. Ready to start ... 2. Create story nodes. In the field â€œstory node nameâ€� type â€œstartâ€� and in the field. â€œdescriptionâ€� just write â€œThe story starts her
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JADE TUTORIAL 

Nov 3, 2008 - This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it .... (see 5.8), but in the great majority of the cases the user does not need to ... (miscellaneous) add-on available for download in the add-ons area of the JADE w
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PowerShell Tutorial 

Mar 21, 2012 - You can list all current variables with Get-Variable $variable:* Scope for a variable can ..... Each line should be an email address: ^[A-Za-z0-9.
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PILOT's TUTORIAL 

Sep 4, 2009 - Pilot's Tutorial. This manual was compiled for use only with the PMDG Jetstream 41 simulation for ... Without these fine individuals, it simply would not be pos- ...... Future fixes are shown in white but do not display their names.
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Multichannel Monitoring Tutorial Booklet 

Manufacturer, Organization. Dolby lab. DTS. Surround processing method ..... DSD (Direct Stream Digital) is a method that uses 1-bit high-speed sampling to ...
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MapDisto tutorial - CiteSeerX 

Thus, MapDisto is another free genetic mapping program that offers several powerful .... When you are done with the downloading, I suggest creating a separate ...
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ChemSketch Tutorial (ver 12.0) 

Select means highlight or make an interface element active either by clicking it or dragging .... commands to be applied either to the current record or to the whole database (so called, batch ... On the Structure toolbar, click Set Bond Vertically .
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Tutorial Laplace 11 

Oct 11, 2009 - and verify that you get the same answer on each side. The idea is that you do the right hand side using the table entry for sinh(3t) and the left ...
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C Tutorial - EPDF.TIPS 

This operation moves the given pointer forwards of backwards a specified number of ...... Parsing an URL is a tricky business that we better leave for an API than ...
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